
Data Collection – Madrid – October 12-16, 2016 

 

The aim of this research trip to Madrid was to explore and collect data regarding the role of religious 

organizations in the social capital formation of the Romanian youth in Madrid. Moreover, through the 

contacts made, further interviews and focus-groups will be organized in February-March 2017. 

Interviews were conducted with orthodox priests from several parishes from Madrid area and with 

Romanian youth attending services or just taking part on religious activities (activities organized by 

Romanian priests). Throughout the interviews the following topics were discussed: 

 The role of Christian values for Romanians living abroad 

 Different perceptions about values and their importance in one’s life 

 The role of Orthodox Church in Romanian/Spanish society 

 The role played by Orthodox Church in aggregating Romanian Diaspora 

 The importance of cooperation with priests and religious figures belonging to other confessions 

 Understandings of trust 

 Programs and activities tailored for Romanian Diaspora 

 Different understandings of social and political issues (poverty, migration, refugees) 

While doing the research trip in Madrid and surrounding areas, I attended several religious services 

(baptismal services, Sunday service, etc) and I had the opportunity to observe the interaction of 

Romanian youth inside church and the role played by the religious community in coagulating strong 

networks of people sharing similar values and interests. 

The last interviews were conducted with members of Romanian NGO’s from diaspora. All members 

activating in these NGO’s met each other during events organized by the Orthodox churches (national 

day events, parish celebration events, etc.) and they all share same values and interests. In this sense, 

NGO’s organize events for other Romanians and try to integrate them in an already existing network.  

After this research visit, further interviews will be planned with NGO’s and parish’s members from 

Madrid area.  


